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ABSTRACT

Enhancements in technologies and shifting trends in customer behaviour have resulted in an increase in the variety, volume, veracity and velocity of available data for conducting digital forensic analysis. In order to conduct intelligent forensic investigation, open source information and entity identification must be collected. Challenge of organised crimes are now involved in drug trafficking, murder, fraud, human trafficking, and high-tech crimes. Criminal Intelligence using Open Source Intelligence Forensic (OSINT) is established to perform data mining and link analysis to trace terrorist activities in critical. In this paper, we will investigate the activities done by a suspect employee. Data mining is to be performed and link analysis as well to confirm all participating parties and contacted persons used in the communications. The proposed solution was to identify the scope of the investigation to limit the results, ensure that expertise and correct tools are ready to be implemented for identifying and collecting potential evidences. This enhanced information and knowledge achieved are of advantage in research. This form of intelligence building can significantly support real world investigations with efficient tools. The major advantage of analysing data links in digital forensics is that there may be case-related information included within unrelated databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing the volume of digital forensic data has been defined as a challenge to forensic examiners and investigators due to diversity of devices, and services that play an important role in collecting digital evidence. This variety of data sources poses challenging issues to forensic investigators from identifying system’s specifications and storage capacity, processing data acquisition, and analysing the acquired evidence, then reporting these evidence into a technical report for to be encountered by law enforcement agencies [1].

Five major problems have been outlined for digital forensics in different areas; these areas can be categorised as complexity problem, diversity problem, consistency and correlation problem, volume problem, and unified time lining problem [2]. The complexity problem is acquiring data.
at its lowest format with a serious increase of data volumes during the process, which needs for sophisticated techniques for reducing/filtering data prior the analysis. The diversity problem results from the lack of investigating and examining standard techniques in order to be able to examine the increasing number of data source types. This lack of standardization for adding different types of formats into the investigation process is causing a complexity of sharing the digital evidence between the international law enforcement agencies that are trained by Digital Forensic Training Program to deal with triage files [3]. The problem of consistency and correlation is resulting from static function of existing forensics tools that are designed to catch fragments of evidence, which is considered as limitation and there is a need to perform other sophisticated functions to assist forensic investigators. The problem of data volume comes from the lack of automation tools that can handle effectively the large number of data volumes in data storages and the electronic devices that store information. The problem of unified time lining results from having multiple data sources came from different time zones, which needed as documented reference and changes in timestamp and clocks.

This paper is organized as follows; section 2 discusses digital forensic environment’s challenges as well as classifications of data acquisition sources; section 3 analyses the digital forensic gap of critical infrastructures; section 4 demonstrates the implementation and analysis of an example of open-source intelligence tool. In section 5, we conclude to point some of recent issues to be investigated in the future.

2. RELATED WORK

Due to the sensitive nature of this data, forensic investigators and examiners will have to apply advanced procedures into consideration for to follow in order to acquire the data. Additionally, practices needed to be implemented carefully prior the process of acquiring data in order to maintain its admissibility. Figure 1 illustrates the life cycle of large amounts of data in critical infrastructures.

Most sensitive data acquisition scenarios are experiencing the three V – they are high volume, high velocity, and high variety, with low data value [4]. Therefore, data acquisition is vital. Data Acquisition is the process of gathering and filtering information from all possible sources for to be analysed in order to make the first task of forensic investigation. Technically, data acquisition
tends to collect digital evidence from all potential electronic media. For successfully undertaking this task, forensic examiners and investigators have to differentiate between the two types of data acquisition, which are live acquisition and static acquisition in order to find the suitable method of collecting the evidence based on the case status [5].

Due to the sophistication of Internet of Things, cloud computing, and distributed computing that are handling large volumes of data in critical systems, forensic investigators are experiencing a number of challenges in order to initialise with the first stage, which is data acquisition. Some of these challenges are data complexity, computational complexity, and system complexity [6]. The development of complex data has supported us with exceptional large-scale trials when dealing with computational problems.

Data Acquisition’s major function in digital forensic investigations is to provide copies of original drives. This procedure has to be done on the original drive in order to ensure that there is another copy in case the original drive corrupted or damaged [6]. This process could be done acquiring volatile and non-volatile data. A volatile data is the data that has been stored in live system and when shutting down the device, the data will be lost. Control system status, device memory, network connections and time clocks, command history, and processes running are some of volatile data [7]. Non-volatile data is a concept that aims to keep data unchanged while computers powered off, which means data is in a stable place. Hard drives or Virtual drives such as Google drive can recover certain types of stored data and deleted files after the user has accessed his data whether his computer directly or through web browser [1]. For instance, emails, sheets saved on the computer, or pictures. In addition, there are other sources to find non-volatile data such as local drives, smart phones, shared folder, and USB thumb drives [8]. Often, during the examination process of forensic investigation, investigators collect all information from non-volatile data to use them a credible evidence of the incident.

In order to handle digital evidence and conduct successful forensic investigations, sub-functions of data acquisition will need to be identified to forensic examiners and investigators. Data acquisition sub-functions can be classified as follows:

1. Physical Data Copy
2. Logical Data Copy
3. Data Acquisition Format
4. Command Line Acquisition

Forensic tools function can assist forensic investigators to extract and acquire data based on the above data acquisition sub-functions category. Table 1 shows the comparison between the sub-functions and tools used in forensic investigation.

Table 1: Comparison between forensic tools and sub-functions [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>ProDiscover Basic</th>
<th>OSForensics, demo version</th>
<th>AccessData FTK</th>
<th>Guidance Software EnCase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical data copy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical data copy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data acquisition formats</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command-line processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI processes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote acquisition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1. Incident Response Team

The arrangement for establishing an incident response team is essential and will have to be taken into consideration especially in industrial control systems. The training and skills required for establishing this team are in different areas that can include control system engineering, digital forensics, and IT incident response. At least one member of the team must have in-depth knowledge and at least one member must have a basic knowledge of these skillful areas [13]. For instance, basic knowledge in control system engineering, digital forensics, and IT incident response will be required by a system engineer, while having an expert-level of understanding in control systems. A combination of technical skills provides high-level of understanding for finding holes, vulnerabilities, and tackling a numerus types of threats. Effective forensic research should minimize the noise and maximise the context in order to have investigative information as shown in figure 2. Training for those specialised engineers are crucial to keep their knowledge updated and fresh [14].

![Figure 2: Knowledge Management Understanding Hierarchy [4]](image)

In working environments, safety procedures have to be provided to the incident response team in order to allow them taking correct actions when dealing with critical incidents in order to handle security attacks [15]. For that reason, this is must be the first consideration. In addition, each member of incident response team must receive the appropriate training in safety requirements and operational procedures of the industrial control systems to be well qualified in their positions.

2.2. Volatile Evidence Preservation

A volatile data is the data that has been stored in live system and when shutting down the device, the data will be lost. Volatile data can be collected from control system status, device memory, network connections and time clocks, command history, and processes running [7]. Record and capture all types of displays such as LCDs or any device which capable of making screenshots. Moreover, if feasible, videos and photos can be recorded as well. This is to capture and record all light status, for example, status lights (on, off, flashing). This is could be useful during the investigation process for identifying actions performed before the incident. Obtain as much as possible information from targeted memory of devices. The process of obtaining information from the devices’ memory will require different tools and the necessary knowledge to use these tools effectively to retrieve all data [10]. Environments that working with PLCs must have the capability to capture all “data files” from configurations workstations and Ladder Logic Programs can be transferred from PLC to the workstations and preserved as well as a part of forensic examination. Acquire data and time that could be traced by network connections such as IP addresses, and port numbers. All relevant traffic data can be captured by open source and
commercial applications to perform network reconnaissance [5]. Time and date in many cases are a treasure. The capability of getting time clocks for each performed action can assist in tracing the incident and will allow forensic investigators to design an accurate timeframe for collecting particular evidence [1]. On a suspicious system, reviewing the command history can give forensic examiners a brief about the recent activities that have been done. It also can serve an audit trails for extending as possible in the process of investigating the target machines. In addition, processes running can give a good review to show a full list of all processes running on the suspicious machine [9]. This reviewing will help examiners in detecting malicious process and abnormal activities.

2.3. Non-Volatile Evidence Preservation

The concept of non-volatile data is to keep data unchanged while computers powered off, which means data is in a stable place. Hard drives or Virtual drives such as Google drive can recover certain types of stored data and deleted files after the user has accessed his data whether his computer directly or through web browser [1]. For instance, emails, sheets saved on the computer, or pictures. In addition, there are other sources to find non-volatile data such as local evidence drives, cloud storage, shared folder on a local network, smart phones, PDAs, and USB thumb drives [8]. Often, during the examination process of forensic investigation, investigators collect all information from non-volatile data to use them a credible evidence of the incident.

Temporary files are some of credible evidence that could be collected during the process of forensic investigation. Temporary file is created by programs when there are no places for allocating memory blocks for the tasks. These files are usually deleted after closing the program, but sometimes there are some files keep their temporary files in the computer. Windows registry is one of powerful evidence forensic investigators can collect. The registry is created database for the system containing all system’s information such as user’s preferences, settings for hardware/software, and operating system priority in case the computer has multiple operating systems [16].

Logging event is also effective evidence used to collect event’s information about the system’s transactions that have been made by registered users to be analysed and assessed for its admissibility [17].

Boot sectors could be vital in the forensic process investigation. It can provide all instructions about booting operating systems. This is because hard drives usually partitioned into several partitions, and each of these partitions may has a different operating system. For example, when computer powered on, it offers a user an option to choose between two operating systems, one of them Windows 7 and the other one is Ubuntu.

History of web browsers and cookies are also a valuable addition to the forensic report. During the forensic process, web History can provide user search for keywords, websites, or saved login credentials that could lead to sensitive information such as online purchases and bank accounts [12]. Furthermore, downloaded contents will still be remaining in the hard drive until the user delete it, often, these contents still exist in unallocated space of the hard drive. This could assist in tracing the incident faster.

2.4. Forensic Challenge with Collection

Operational process of forensics collection in normal environments require understanding the severity nature of cyber forensic incidents and addressing a number of challenges that forensic investigators encounter during the process of examination such as limitations of cultures, poor
administrations, volatile memory, and insufficient logging systems [18]. In industrial control systems, it is difference. There are additional challenges such as automation, volatility of data, and data mingling.

One of these challenges is automation. Control system domain will create key information resources in order to handle the data in the direction that to be applied of data retention which is not a requirement and not cost-effective. Volatility of is the other challenge that forensic investigators face and his makes the process of collecting data inviable because the data within the collection process is removed, deleted, or overwritten, and this can make it impossible to be detected in its original state [8]. Furthermore, most examiners are facing another problem in retrieving data forensically, which known as “Data Mingling” [3]. Data Mingling is a serious problem of data mixture and being indistinguishable. Often, the sample of total data investigated in the forensic process is comprised of both data related to the incident and data unrelated to the incident. In order to classify the data, a solution for this problem is presented, which is to attribute unrelated data to inadequate functions labels.

Research has confirmed that the most vital asset to an attacker could be devices that control the infrastructures such as field devices in control systems. It is now important to consider information resources security and its capabilities and access levels in control systems in regards of data retention [16]. The study of understanding how these capabilities can support in forensic investigation should be taking into consideration.

2.5. Forensic Challenge in Data Analysis

There are clear solutions for the forensic issue in critical infrastructures, which can adapt those in industrial control systems; however, cyber-forensic and anti-forensic tools have not proved that efficiency in certain areas of computing environments such as data identification, time mismatch, multi-tenancy, owner of data, live forensics, privacy, mobile operating systems, multiple cloud service providers. [11]. Sophisticated tools such as those that copy processes, examine evidence, analyse program for generating checksums in order to complete the verification may not fit perfectly to some of control systems technologies. Consequently, many of digital forensic tools in different areas such as network forensics, database forensics, computer forensics, and mobile forensics will not be able to fit to operate in the newest physical and virtual systems in computing environments such in cloud computing environments [15].

Therefore, digital forensics vendors will have to apply new modifications on their software and frameworks in order to fill the gap and meet the challenge. A core component is the backbone of any forensic ability. The major function of each one of these core components is to make sure that environments can correctly review the necessary information that has been collected for review. The problem comes when the investigator has only one or two sources for extracting the information. This can limit and affects the overall performance in collecting data for analysis [13]. Therefore, it is vital to understand how important to have numerous resources before the domain comes critical.

2.6. Forensic Challenge in Reporting

The involvedness of critical infrastructures especially in control systems environments along with its installations, and drives configurations make the process of documentation of these components complex to forensic investigators. Therefore, the documentation must be presented in order identify all evidence acquisitioned into a one report.
Documentation is principal ensure the success of any forensic investigations in control systems environments. Assertive steps should be followed and taken into consideration from the beginning for reporting the crime to closure case [19]. Assets’ owners will have to take another several steps in order to identify and detect any types of changes that could be done during operating system installation, configurations of devices, hardware, or any elements whose modified behaviour may affect the original equipment manufacturers [20]. Moreover, vendors are highly recommended to replicate their modified data with asset owners in order to ensure the credibility of information. Such information must be provided to forensic examiners before getting involved in any forensic activity. Afterwards, forensic examiner will shall note amendments and justify for them accordingly for best practices.

3. DIGITAL FORENSICS GAP ANALYSIS

Due to the advancements in cyber area, the use of internet and information technology have dramatically increased. Accordingly, this led to serious cyber-attacks that are targeting critical infrastructures. Digital forensic is chosen for obtaining and investigating all types of digital information including malicious evidence found in suspected systems. This operation is meant to be done for making sure evidence is admissible for to be presented to the court. Other reason for performing a formal digital forensic investigation is recovering lost, deleted, or corrupted critical data. The recovered data is a great assist to prosecute the criminals [8].

Formally, sensitive data is an interesting target and is vulnerable to data leakage attack [10]. Digital forensic investigation can help forensic investigators to obtain critical data, such as cluster properties, file retrieval, logging files, metadata, and transaction logs.

In traditional forensic investigations, the forensic investigators are relying on static techniques to remove hard disks and time consuming for acquiring the data. However, a number of architectural and technical limitations have prevented investigators from performing this type of investigation in larger IT infrastructures such as diversity in events and input sources [11].

The evidence collected from the forensic investigation is the data stored in the digital systems and it could be deleted files, hidden files, metadata, corrupted data, hard drive data, in-memory data, or any other forms of data [9].

The key objective from investigating critical infrastructures forensically is to acquire the data to obtain desired results in a defensible manner against cyber-attacks such as Botnet attack in order to prevent cyber-criminals from controlling the system [12].

Reporting digital forensics findings is one of critical phase in digital forensics, because it depends on the investigated environment components, size, and acquired data sources. This stage of digital forensic investigation is to present and discuss all findings and results resulted from particular investigation to stakeholders who will assess and evaluate the outcome of the investigation.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

During the hypotheses and examination phase, the forensic investigator found a number of traces of communications that have been sent to suspicious identities. The open source intelligence forensic testing lab was used to route case three. All software and hardware requirements for the forensic computer have been preserved.
Throughout the search and data collection and examination phases, an open source intelligence application was effectively engaged. The Maltego version 4.1.0 was employed to obtain and examine the data. The suspect user contact information has been acquired and plans were set to test the proposed methodology in the first phase of digital forensic investigation to perform link analysis. Application specifications were confirmed for the evidence collection phase. As shown in figure 2, the system specification is for Windows 10 used in the investigation.

4.1. Search & Data Collection

To explore the desired and credible traces for the data collection phase, links analysis and data mining have been implemented in this phase for revealing all possible relationships and links associate to the suspected user. This phase was set to trace machine’s activities, and summary of these traces shown in the following figure.

![Figure 3: Suspect Email address details](image)

Figure 3 shows all associated communications to the user IP “185.53.179.6”. This IP tracing reveal a number of internal communications within the organisation and external communications, which require a deep analysis for the type of communications detected. The figure also shows a number of locations, persons, websites, and net-blocks were involved in his communications, although his role doesn’t require dealing with this level of communications. The following phase will conduct a deep linking analysis to examine the metadata linkage found in the above figure.

4.2. Examination & Analysis

Examination of the data collected was confirmed based on the clear data collected in the previous phase, which clarify that the user is using his email address to associate with external emails as shown in the figures 4, 5 & 6 and using his external IP address that owned by the organisation for initiating external communications with external bodies. To examine the user activities, data mining and link analyses processes were employed in the phase of search and data collection to confirm the questionably manner of the user.
Figure 4: IP Address Link Analysis

Figure 5: Email Address Link Analysis
Data acquisition is recognised as a relationships inquiry of suspected users by tracing their emails and local IP addresses to reveal credible information such as external emails, external IP address, other domains, DNS records to resolve different IPs to names, MX records to use external emails, persons involved in his communications, and websites. The forensic examination was conducted through extracting system and physical information from the open source intelligence to be able to acquire the desired information. The data examination method has been involved and the system engaged was a windows-based. The above figure shows a sample of detailed information about the parties involved in the communications.

5. CONCLUSION

This research identified the gap from the current and updated literature and industrialized a reliable piece of artefact as a key to fill the gap acknowledged. The proposed tool used and it has been evaluated in the designed virtual lab and the testbed was made based on a controlled environment. Additionally, the hypotheses examination showed that the industrialized artefact still requests to be confirmed based on live case in the area. Anti-forensics techniques are the one of most significant research areas presently and in the future. The fast growth in capabilities of information warfare and cyber weapons are supporting a significant challenge to the supervision, and approach that supports critical infrastructures’ resources. The chief objective of investigating this flourishing area therefore is to uncover this challenge, expose any mythologies, and support an integrated framework along with the proposed one through which to recognize, assess, and eventually report the evolving cyber-link.
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